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Abstract

The X chromosome-linked antibody deficiency disease, X-
linked agammaglobulinemia (XLA), results from failure of B
lymphoid development. In the minor form of XLA, B lymphoid
development terminates at the stage of immature B lympho-
cytes that produce truncated Ig heavy (H) chains composed of
D-J-C(u/5), resulting from failure of VH gene rearrangement.
Fusion of B cells from a patient with the minor form of XLA
with mouse myeloma results in complementation of this defect;
hybrid cells produce full-length H chains composed of VH-D-
JH-C. The VH gene is of human origin. Complementation
occurs independent of retention or loss of the human X (XLA)
chromosome in the hybrid cells. These results indicate that the
D-JH-C structure of the XLA B cells is fully functional for the
subsequent rearrangement of a VHgene element, and that fail-
ure of immunoglobulin expression is susceptible to correction.

Introduction

X-linked agammaglobulinemia (XLA)' is a congenital anti-
body deficiency disease resulting from failure of B lymphoid
development (1). There is variability in the stage at which the
arrest of development occurs: the major phenotype is arrested
at the stage of pre-B cells, while a minor phenotype is arrested
at the stage of immature B lymphocytes (1-4). The failure of B
lymphoid development is associated in both phenotypes with
failure of Ig heavy (H) chain variable region rearrangement (5,
6). Creation of H chains results from ordered, somatic rear-
rangement of variable (VH), diversity (D), and joining (JH)
gene segments (7-10). A single D segment is first recombined
with a JH segment, followed by recombination of a VHonto the
formed D-JH element (8, 9, 11). The immature B cells of a
patient with the minor phenotype of XLA produce truncated g
and a H chains composed of D-JH-constant (C)(Ai/6), resulting
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from failure to rearrange a VHsegment (6). All H chains iden-
tified in this patient's cells are of this truncated form. X chro-
mosome linkage implies that the failure of VH recombination
does not result from an inherited defect of the structural genes
for H chain, which are encoded on chromosome 14 (12). We
proposed that the failure of VH gene rearrangement in the
XLA B cells results from the absence of a regulatory element
required for VH recombination (6). Alternatively, the failure
could result from production of an aberrant D-JH structure
that does not serve as a substrate for VH to DJH recombination
(13). Premature termination of rearrangement due to the ab-
sence of a regulatory element should be susceptible to comple-
mentation by a cell expressing a normal form of the gene that
causes XLA. Wereport that fusion of D-J-C(Qg/6) XLA B cells
with mouse myeloma complements the failure of VH gene
rearrangement. H chains produced by such hybrid cells are
composed of VH-D-JH-C. The genes encoding each of these
elements are of human parental origin, indicating that the
mouse myeloma provides a trans-acting regulatory element
necessary for VH rearrangement which the XLA B cells lack.
Complementation occurred in all hybrid cells examined, re-
gardless of whether the human X chromosome was retained.

Methods
The patient has been identified as 4-8 in previous publications (3, 4, 6,
14, 15). B cell lines and cell hybrids with peripheral blood from this
patient have been previously described (4, 6, 14). Cell hybrids with
clone C6 of the LAZ 166 cell line were prepared by fusion with the
RPC5.4 mouse myeloma cell line (14) as previously described (16).
Cells were grown in the alpha modification of MEM, supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum.

To select for retention of the human (XLA) X chromosome, hybrid
cells were cloned and maintained in hypoxanthine aminopterin thy-
midine (HAT) medium from the time of fusion. To select for loss of
the human (XLA) X chromosome, hybrid cells were selected for 3 d
after fusion in HATmedium, washed free of HAT, cultured 24-48 h
without selection, and then grown in medium containing 6-thioguan-
ine. All culture and selection conditions were as previously described
(17). Karyotypic examination of the hybrid cells selected in HATme-
dium identified two clones of six that retained an intact human X
chromosome.

Hybrid cell proteins were metabolically labeled with [35S]-
methionine. Ig proteins in hybrid cell supernatants were immunologi-
cally precipitated using H chain isotype specific antisera, with goat
antiserum to rabbit IgG at equivalence as second antibody (18). Be-
cause of the formation of interspecies hybrid molecules by these hybrid
cells, we used H chain-specific antisera from which L chain reactivity
had been removed by absorption. Precipitated proteins were electro-
phoresed in 12.5% acrylamide slab gels (19) and autoradiographed.
Supernatant from the RPC5.4 mouse myeloma cell line was used to
ensure species specificity, and supernatant from 007 C4.4 and SMI 4,
normal B cell lines producing IgG and IgM, respectively, were used for
internal molecular weight markers.
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RNAwas isolated from frozen cell pellets by the guanidine thiocya-
nate method and poly A-containing sequences were enriched as pre-
viously described (6). Northern blots were run as previously described
(20). A cDNA library was constructed by the RNase H method of
Gubler and Hoffman (21), without Escherichia coli DNAligase in
second strand synthesis. cDNAwas ligated into lambda gt 10 (22) and
infected into C600 Hfl. The library (3 X 106 independent phage) was
screened for y H chain with a 2-kb genomic clone of the human COy4
gene (23) and phage clone 4-1 of the C6 1-3 hybrid (referred to as C6
1-3 here forward) was isolated. The sequence of this clone was deter-
mined by sequential application of Maxam-Gilbert chemical degrada-
tion (24) of a Nar I-Eco RI fragment isolated from the phage clone, and
dideoxy chain termination (25) on an Eco RI-Bgl II fragment sub-
cloned in pUG 18 and 19.

Genomic DNA, isolated from frozen cell pellets as previously de-
scribed (15), was digested to completion with Eco RI or Hind III and
Southern blotted (26). The filters were probed with a 330-bp restriction
fragment resulting from Eco RI-Bgl II (5' terminus to amino acid
position 86) digestion, representing the VH cDNA of C6 1-3 hybrid
including most of framework region 3. Filters were washed to 0.2X
standard saline citrate, 0.1% SDS, at 600.

Selection of VH sequences for comparison with the C6 1-3 cDNA
was made by searching the Genbank data base. The 5 lPI human VHl
sequence had not been entered at the time of comparison and was
found by reference to the literature (27).

Results

Fusion of peripheral blood B lymphocytes from this XLA pa-
tient, limited to low level expression of a and ,u H chains, with
mouse myeloma induces synthesis and secretion of IgM and
IgG (14). In light of our finding that B cell lines from this
patient produced truncated H chains composed of D-JH-C
(,g/b) (6), we reexamined hybrid cell clone PBL 1-3 (resulting
from fusion of peripheral blood B lymphocytes with RPC5.4
mouse myeloma) to determine whether cell fusion induced
production of full-size, mature H chains. At and y H chain
proteins from this hybrid clone migrated as full-size molecules
in SDSacrylamide gels (Fig. 1). mRNAencoding ut and y H
chains was also full-size (data not shown). These results suggest
that cell fusion complemented the failure of VH gene rear-
rangement, as well as an isotype switch from u/S to Al/y.

Production of full-size H chains by XLA B cell hybrids
might result from fusion with a rare mature VH-D-JI-C-pro-
ducing XLA B lymphocyte. To ensure that we were testing for
complementation, we fused an XLA B cell line clone with
mouse myeloma. Clone C6 from the LAZ 166 parental line
produces truncated S chain composed of D-JH-Cb, without VH
sequence (6). Wehave been unable to identify a second D-JH-
Callele in this clone. cDNAs isolated from clone C6 all had the
same D-JH rearrangement, and Southern blot analysis re-
vealed only a single band hybridizing with JH probe (data not
shown). The B allele of this clone might have the same rear-
rangement as the A allele, or might have been deleted. Fusion
of this clone with mouse myeloma resulted in a switch in H
chain isotype, from 6 to y, observed by immune fluorescence
(data not shown). Mouse parental y chain was co-expressed.
Three cell hybrid cldhes were selected for analysis of the
human y chains.

y Chain protein from the hybrids of C6 migrated as full-size
molecules of 55,000 D (Fig. 1). In contrast, 6 chain protein of
the parental clone was reduced by 14,000 D compared with
normal (6). mRNAencoding y chains from C6 cell hybrids
were also full-length (data not shown).
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Figure 1. SDS-acrylamide gels of Ig proteins produced by XLA B
lymphocyte and XLA cell line clone C6 hybrid cells. Hybrid clones
were isolated from fusion of RPC5.4 mouse myeloma cells with ei-
ther peripheral blood lymphocytes of the XLA patient (PBL 1-3) or
from fusion with clone C6 of the LAZ 166 cell line derived from this
patient (clones C6 2-1, C61-3, and C63-2). aone C6 has been shown
to produce 5 chain of 49,000 D compared with 63,000 for normal a
chain, composed of D-JH-Cb, resulting from failure to rearrang VH
(6). Specificity of the precipitations was shown with supernatants
from the mouse and human parent cell lines, as well as supernatant
from 007C4.4, a normal human B cell line clone which produces
IgG. Anti Hy, precipitation with antiserum specific for human y
chains; anti HA, antiserum specific for human ,u chains; anti mouse

y, antiserum specific for mouse, y chains. The anti He and anti Hu
were isotype specific and did not precipitate truncated a chain from
LAZ 166 clone C6 parent cells. Molecular mass markers included la-
beled and unlabeled normal human L (23,000 D), y (55,000 D), and
M (68,000 D) electrophoresed in the same slab gels. Electrophoresis of
cellular proteins from cell lysates yielded the same molecular masses

for hybrid cell Igs.

To determine whether the increased size of the H chain
mRNAsresulted from expression of VH-D-JH-C, a 'Y chain
cDNAclone was isolated from the cDNAlibrary of C6 hybrid
clone 1-3. The 5' terminal sequence of cDNA clone C6 1-3
includes a human VH, followed by 0, JH, and C04 (Fig. 2).
The clone begins with a leader sequence, followed by a VH
gene. This VHgene is probably a human sequence of the VHI
family because (a) it has 94% identity to the human VHI gene
5 1PI in the framework regions (27), (b) it has all 10 invariant
residues of human VHI genes, and (c) the derived amino acid
sequence of this VH is 93% identical to the derived amino acid
sequence of 5 1PI through the framework regions. The com-
plementarity-determining regions are less similar, with 56 of
66 nucleotides identical. In contrast, there is 77% identity of
this VH gene with the mouse VH 124 gene (28), a member of
the mouse J558 VHII family that has most similarity to human
VHI genes (29). There are only 38 of the 49 mouse VHII invari-
ant residues in the derived amino acid sequence of the hybrid
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A. 5' ur CTC AMT AIC

Is
06 1-3 MGGAO TMG ACt 7WG AMGTilt CIt mGIG GCAGMA G ACA Mor Gil
51P1 xx--
mm -G -G -T -W A- -C T- -A T- A- --T T-A

C6 1-3 COAG11
51P1 --

ER1 1 10 18
C6 1-3 CAGGIG CAA TIG GIG CPA = GOGGCC GAGGIG AAG AAG CC COG TCI - Gilt
51P1 ---G C-.-
mm ---C -CC----- -TC-GC-T --- G-T -A -G

19 20 30
C6 1-3 AAG GIC TOC TGC AAG GCO TCT GGGGGCACC TlC AGC
51P1.-A - -
CY;- -C.r -C-

amii
C6 1-3 ACGOCGGAATC AAC
51P1 - TA- -TC -

mm - TAC T-G --G C-

FR2 36 40 49
C6 1-3 TGG GIG OGA CCGC:CC GGCA AA COG CIT GAGTXG GIG GGA
SlPl.--A--

--AAG -AG-G --O---C A-C

CP2
C6 1-3 GGGATC ATC MCTATT TAT GAT ACGACA AAC TAC GCA CAG AGOGTIC CAG GGC
51P1 -----C-T-G --AG-.
11NW -A- -T GAT -TC- G-AG- TAT-T - -AAT-A -A-A- A-

FR3 66 70 75 80
06 1-3 ?A& GIC ACGATT ACC GOCGACAAG TCC ACGAAC ACA GIC TAC AMGGAG CIG CAO
51P1 - -G-G-A- G -C-- A
mm -AG -C- -A TG-T -TA--A- T-C-- - -C- C--- CAG-

84 90 95
C6 1-3 AGC CIG AGA TCT GAG GACACGGCCGIA XAT TAC TGT GOGAGA
5P1.-CT ---
m.-C- T-T --G-C T- - -A-

D
C6 1-3 GCC -C- AtC
166C6 TAT TAT GAT T[M TIG GOGGiC AGA CIA COGGTAC

J
C6 1-3 GGCGilC TGG GGCCAA GGAACC ACG GIl ACC GiT Tt TMA CGOAMA4
166C6 .C

B.
FRI

1 5 10 15
GTN VAL GIN 1VAL GIN SER GLY AA GIJ VAL LYS ILS PR) GLY SER SER VAL

51P1 - - *- - -*** - -

PM111-44+4++ GINt 4+ 1t +4+4+4ll+ IEIJVAI1 t+l- 4-H- MA+1+ 4-1

20 25 30
LYS VAL SER CYS LYS AMASER GLY GLY TMHR HIE ASN

DSl44+ IEIJ 44+4+ 4 - +4+ TYR - + THR

SER AIA GLY IIE ASN

FR2
36 40 45 49

MP VAL ARGGIN AIA PR GMYGIN GLY ItJ LTRPVAL GLY
51P1.*** *** *** *** MET -
IllS 44 +44+ LYS 4+f AR3 -1 - 4+++-11 11 +44+ ILE +

c2

GLY ILE IIEPR IE TM ASP M ITR ASN TYR AMAGIN ARlG HEE GIN GLY

FR3
66 70 75 80
AR; VAL T[ IIE TMRAA ASP LYS SER TM ASN TM VAL TYR MET

51P1 *** - -- -I *** - SER - AIA -

1E LYS AIA - VL - M1-- +MSER SRALA-1+
81 85 90 95
GIU 1113 HIS SER 1E13 ARG SER GIU ASP MR ALA VAL TYlR TYR CYS AIA ARl

51P1- - SER - *** ***
15 GIN- SER 4 I I I - SER-

Figure 2. (A) Nucleotide sequence of VDJCy C6 1-3. In
frame, the sequences of mouse 558 (J558 family, mouse
VHII gene), human VHI 5 iPI, and the 5' terminal D-JH
sequence of clone C6 of XLA B cell line LAZ 166 are
shown for comparison. Identical nucleotides are marked
with a dash. C6 1-3 is composed of a 5' leader sequence-
human VHI-D-JH3, with nine nucleotides of N region in-
sertion at the 5' terminus of the D region, and the three
most 3' nucleotides of Dand JH identical to the D-JH se-
quence identified in the LAZ 166 clone C6 parental cell.
FRI, 2, and 3: framework regions; CDR1and 2: comple-
mentarity-determining (or hypervariable) regions. (B)
Derived amino acid sequence of the variable region of
VDJCy C6 1-3. The full sequence of C6 1-3 is shown in
the top line, with the invariant residues of human VHI
underlined. In frame are the derived amino acid se-
quences of the mouse 558 and human 5 1P1 VHgenes.
* identity of the invariant residues of VHI in 51 P1;

identity of the other residues; +++, identity of the
mouse invariant residues with the human sequence; in-
variant residues that differ from the human sequence are
underlined.
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sequence (30), and the derived amino acid sequence has only
68% identity with the mouse VH124 sequence.

The VH sequence is followed by nine nucleotides of N
insertional nucleotides, with preservation of only three nu-
cleotides of D gene segment. Replacement of most of the D
region has been reported in previous H chains (9, 10). The
same JH sequence identified in the D-JH-Cb truncated cDNA
of the C6 parent (6) forms the fourth framework region. The H
chain isotype switch, previously identified in hybrids with pe-
ripheral blood cells (14), and identified in these hybrids by
antisera and Northern blotting, is confirmed by the down-
stream sequence which is identical to human Cy4 through the
Nar I site at nucleotide 36 (amino acid position 126). There are
two nucleotide differences in the sequence of human Cy2
through this region, and four nucleotide changes from human
C'y 1, which lacks the Nar I site. Mouse Cy sequences lack the
Nar I site used for isolation of the 5' fragment for sequence
analysis, and show at most 55% identity to the first 36 nucleo-
tides of the hybrid cell Cy sequence.

Weexamined the VHgene pools of genomic DNAfrom the
mouse and human parental cells to confirm the human origin
of the recombined VH gene element. The VH probe isolated
from the C6 1-3 hybrid cell cDNA hybridized with multiple
bands in DNAfrom the 166 C6 human parent cell line, while
no bands were identified in DNAfrom the RPC5.4 mouse
myeloma parent cell line (Fig. 3). This confirms the identifica-
tion of this VH gene as a human VHI gene element. Genomic
DNAfrom the hybrid clone retained only a limited selection
of the VHl genes found in the human parental cell, indicating
that VHgene deletion accompanied recombination. The array
of VHI genes in 166C6 was essentially identical to that identi-
fied in the T cell line CEM, which has not undergone any
rearrangements affecting its Ig H chain locus.

Wetested whether retention or loss of the human X (XLA)
chromosome from the hybrid cells affected complementation.
Six hybrid clones derived from fusion with 166 C6 were grown
from the time of fusion in HATmedium, forcing retention of
the human (XLA) X chromosome. All six clones switched to
production of full-length human y H chains, identified by
immune fluorescence and by gel electrophoresis (data not

1 2 3 4 5
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Figure 3. Southern blot of ge-
nomic DNAsprobed with the
C6 1-3 VHcDNA. Genomic
DNAisolated from relevant
parental cells and the hybrid
cells was digested to comple-
tion with Hind III, Southern
blotted, and probed with the
Eco RI-Bgl II fragment of the
proposed human VHI cDNA.
Lane 1, XLA patient's periph-
eral blood mononuclear cells;
lane 2, RPC5.4 parental
mouse myeloma; lane 3, hy-
brid clone C61-3; lane 4,
166C6 parental human XLA B
cell clone; lane 5, CEMhuman
T cell line. 10 ;&g genomic
DNAwas loaded in each lane
except lane 4, which was inad-
vertantly loaded with 15 jg of
DNA.

shown). Another six clones were isolated under selection for
loss of the human X (XLA) chromosome. All six clones
switched to production of full-length human 'y H chains. This
suggests that the human (XLA) X chromosome plays no role
in the observed complementation.

Discussion

These data show that RPC5.4 mouse myeloma cells comple-
ment the failure of VH gene rearrangement in B cells from a
patient with the minor phenotype of X-linked agammaglobu-
linemia. B lymphocytes from this patient are immature forms,
with the phenotype of limited expression of L chains, limita-
tion to expression of g/b isotypes, and production of truncated
H chains composed of D-JH-C (it/6), as a result of failure to
rearrange a VHgene (4, 6, 15). Fusion of these cells with mouse
myeloma results in recombination of a human VH gene ele-
ment with the formed D-JH. This complementation is inde-
pendent of retention or loss of the human (XLA) X chromo-
some. Wehave proposed that the arrest of B lymphoid devel-
opment in this patient results from a central failure of VHgene
rearrangement (6, 15). The failure of VH gene rearrangement
could result from premature termination of normal VH-D-JH
gene rearrangement, or from abortive rearrangement that
leaves a D-JH structure not susceptible to VH recombination
(13). Sequence analysis of the D-JH-C(s/A) produced by the
XLA B cells suggests that the D-JH rearrangement is normal,
including the 5' 9-12-7 consensus sequence (6). Production of
VH-D-JH-Cy by the hybrid cells demonstrates that arrest at the
stage of D-JH-C(sU/6) results from premature termination of
normal VH-D-JH gene rearrangement.

Cell fusion complemented the XLA phenotype in both
peripheral blood B lymphocytes and the B cell line clone.
Complementation was indicated by production of full-size H
chains, VHgene rearrangement, and switch in Hchain isotype.
Fusion of XLA minor form peripheral blood lymphocytes has
been previously shown to result in a switch of H chain isotypes
from 1/b to ,u, y, and a H chains (14). Wehave confirmed our
previous observation with peripheral blood cells and shown
that B cell line clone C6 switched from 5 to -y. 21 hybrid clones
have now been examined, and complementation occurred in
all of them. The H chain proteins from hybrid cells were full-
sized, suggesting production of mature VH-D-JH-C. Hybrid
clone C6 1-3 was shown by sequence analysis to produce
VH-D-JH-C'y4. The VH-D-JH appears to have resulted from
recombination of a VHI gene with the preformed D-JH struc-
ture of the A allele of C6. VHgene rearrangement in the XLAB
cell hybrids results directly from regulatory elements supplied
by the myeloma parental cell. Whether the switch in H chain
isotype also results from cell fusion, or is secondary to com-
pletion of VHgene recombination, could not be determined by
these experiments.

Complementation of the failure of VHgene recombination
indicates that the arrest of rearrangement in XLA results from
premature termination of the normal rearrangement process.
X chromosome linkage of XLA implies that there is not an
inherited defect of the structural genes for H chain, which are
encoded on chromosome 14 (12). Complementation occurred
regardless of whether the hybrid cells were selected to force
retention or loss of the human (XLA) X chromosome. This
indicates that this XLAphenotype results from the absence (or
a defective product) of a trans-acting gene element that can be
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supplied by the mouse myeloma. Recent evidence for lyoniza-
tion of the XLA gene in B lymphocytes from carriers of this
form of XLA indicates that the failure of VH rearrangement is
intrinsic to the B lymphocytes (15).

Premature termination of VH-D-JH rearrangement in XLA
could result from a failure of the enzymes that regulate VH-D-
JH rearrangement. B cell lines producing IgM with full-length I
chain have been established from rare B lymphocytes in pe-
ripheral blood of patients with the major (pre-B cell) form of
XLA (31, 32). Failure of enzymatic catalysis of variable region
gene rearrangement would result in a rate limiting step, with
accumulation of precursors and decreased development of B
lymphocytes. Given the short half-life of B lymphocytes in
peripheral circulation (33), reduced production of B lympho-
cytes would result in the apparent absence of more mature
forms. In the minor form of XLA, we have not identified B
cells producing VH-D-JH, either because of a predominance of
D(g/b) B cells, which are susceptible to transformation by Ep-
stein-Barr virus (4, 6), or because the rate constant for VH
rearrangement is unmeasureably low in this form of XLA. To
ensure that our experiments were a test of complementation,
we fused clone C6 derived from the XLA B cell line LAZ 166,
in which spontaneous VH gene rearrangement has not been
observed in more than 103 generations involving more than
1010 cells. Further, we continued an aliquot of the cells used for
fusion with mouse myeloma cells in culture for 6 mo, and
found no evidence for spontaneous VH gene rearrangement.

Alt and co-workers (34, 35) have proposed a common
mechanism for rearrangement of the variable genes of B and T
cell antigen receptors. Conserved nonamer-heptamer con-
sensus sequence pairs at the 5' and 3' ends of the gene elements
provide a structural basis for transient pairing of the gene ele-
ments (8, 9). Yancopoulos et al. (34) have shown that a com-
mon recombinase acts on D-JH recombination in T and B
cells, requiring trans-acting elements to specify the site of ac-
tion of the recombinase. Blackwell et al. (35) have reported
that recombination is enhanced in cells that are actively tran-
scribing VH gene elements in their embryonic configuration.
This suggests that the specification element may act by altering
the conformation of the VHgene locus, coincidentally permit-
ting transcription of the locus. T cell function is normal in
XLA (1), suggesting that recombination of T cell antigen re-
ceptors is normal. Thus, the recombinase common to T and B
cell antigen receptor rearrangement is unlikely to be defective
in XLA. Rather, there could be a defect in the element that
provides access for rearrangement of VH onto the preformed
D-JH. These access elements might then be encoded on the X
chromosome.

Failure of VH to DJH recombination could result in trun-
cation of B cell development in this XLA patient. The dispar-
ity between the phenotype of his B cells (6 chain expression,
membrane Ig expression, and peripheral circulation) (3, 4, 6,
25) and arrest of variable region recombination at the pre-B
cell stage of DJH strongly suggests such a failure (6). Alterna-
tively, a higher level regulatory gene might cause failure of B
lymphoid development in this patient with the failure of VDJ
gene rearrangement as a secondary effect. Weprefer the hy-
pothesis that sequential recombination of VDJ gene elements
is regulated by the products of the intermediate stages of gene
rearrangement, without reference to external events, until the
complete antigen receptor is formed. Whether the affected
gene in XLA regulates B lymphoid development in general or

variable region rearrangement specifically, complementation
of the failure of VH gene rearrangement independent of X
chromosome retention and induction of H chain isotype
switch suggests that this form of XLA will be susceptible to
gene replacement therapy.
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